The functional equation for the Hurwitz Zeta function s; a i s used to obtain formulas for derivatives of s; a at negative o d d s and rational a. F or several of these rational arguments, closed form expressions are given in terms of simpler transcendental functions, like the logarithm, the polygamma function, and the Riemann Zeta function.
Introduction
The Hurwitz Zeta function s; a, de ned as the analytic continuation of the series s; a = 1 X n =0 1 n + a s s 1; a 0; 1 is one of several higher transcendental functions that appear in a wide variety of mathematical contexts; see the relevant literature, 1 , 2 , 3 . Among the most common of these situations is the evaluation of certain class of de nite integrals and in nite sums. Recently, V. Adamchik In the rst sum, the n = q term vanishes, and in the second sum, the same term is simply 0 2k. We can pull this term out, but we w ant to stay within the same class of functions, so Lemma 1 is employed to write 0 2k in terms of 0 ,2k + 1, thus completing the proof. In general, it is not easy to simplify equation 5 for arbitrary p and q. However, for some simple cases, the summed trigonometric terms come out complementary, and relationships can be found among the special functions that yield a nice closed form. As an illustration, consider the p = 1 , q = 3 case: , and 0 ,2k+1. Grouping according to these terms yields the desired result.
Discussion
Some values of 0 s; a are conspicuously missing from the analysis presented. For one, s was restricted to be a negative odd integer. Considering negative even integers turns out not to be fruitful: the change in parity leads to terms with di erences of Hurwitz Zeta derivatives instead of sums of them. This is also why closed form expressions for other rational arguments, such a s p = 1 5 , could not be possibly obtained. Summed trigonometric terms give rise to sums of Hurwitz Zeta derivatives with alternating signs that can't be removed with the multiplication formula or other known identities. This fundamental problem is embodied in the following equation from 4 : 0 ,n; x + , 1 n 0 ,n; 1 , x = i B n+1 x n + 1 + e , in The presence of the ,1 n term on the left suggests that evaluating di erences of Hurwitz Zeta derivatives at negative e v en integers is inherently more di cult than evaluating them for negative odd integers. Odd-even issues like this have deep roots in the study of Zeta functions. For example, it has been known since Euler that the Riemann Zeta function at positive e v en integers can be evaluated as a rational function of see equation 4. However, for positive odd integers, a formula is still nonexistent. There is also an odd-even problem with the polygamma function p z, as demonstrated in the work of Kolbig 8 , in which he gives closedform expressions for both sums and di erences of the polygamma function at several rational arguments. For polygammas of even order, the di erence was expressible in terms of simple constants, but the sum was not, and vice-versa for polygammas of the negative order. The problematic term in both cases was an in nite series with no known formula. A related example is found in the Clausen functions, which are also replete with symmetry mismatches in the even and odd orders. These problems are all exact parallels of the di culties encountered in this paper with derivatives of the Hurwitz Zeta function.
